Prospective Nosework Judges can earn Education points toward a Nosework license to judge all levels and all classes. Five education points can be earned through shadowing a fully licensed Nosework Judge for all levels of classes and all elements, including Handler Discrimination.

The prospective Nosework judge is to complete this form for the Nosework Judge. The prospective judge must send this form to UKC for each observation when applying for a level Nosework Judges license to earn Education points. No more than five points can be earned from observations.

Name of Prospective Nosework Judge: (please print) ____________________________________________
Name of Hosting Club: ________________________________________________________________
Date of Observation: ___________________________ Trial Number: □ Trial 1 □ Trial 2

Name of Fully Licensed Nosework Judge: (please print) ____________________________________________
UKC Judge Number: ______________________________ Email: ________________________________

The prospective judge must observe all levels of each element for the observation to count toward any education points. One point is given for each element with a full level. Elements cannot be duplicated. Please mark which classes the prospective judge observed. No more than five total points may be earned.

☐ Containers: Novice through Elite
☐ Interiors: Novice through Elite
☐ Exteriors: Novice through Elite
☐ Vehicles: Novice through Elite
☐ Handler Discrimination: Novice through Master

Signature of Fully Licensed Nosework Judge: _____________________________________________ Date: ___________